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Introduction.

Suppose that an extremal has been found for the problem of minimizing the

integralf

(1) I=fF(x,y,x',y')dt,

which passes through the points Ax(ax, 6,) and A2(a2,b2), along which Fx > 0,

and for which Ax and .42 are not conjugate points. Then it may be shown as

in § 1 below that if Px(xx, yx) and P2(»2, y2) are taken in a sufficiently small

vicinity of Ax and A2 respectively, a unique extremal © can be constructed

passing through Fx and F2, % along which Fx > 0 and for which Fx and F2

ave not conjugate points. The integral (1) taken along Fx F2 becomes a single-

valued function of xx, yx, x2 and y2, uniquely defined for sufficiently small values

of | xx — a, |, | yx — bx |, | »2 — a21 and | y2 — b21, which we denote by

(2) 3(*i»yi»*i»!0-
This function, commonly called the "extremal-integral," is identical with Hamil-

ton's principal function. If the original extremal AXA2 actually furnishes

a minimum for (1), then (2) must be a minimum in the ordinary sense for

», = ax, yx = bx, x2 = a2, y2 = b2. We are thus enabled to derive necessary

conditions for a minimum of (1) by a discussion of (2) and its derivatives with

respect to xx, yx, x2 and y2. §

The first derivatives of the function $ were given by Hamilton in 1835. ||

* Presented to the Society September 11, 1908.    Received for publication June 15, 1908.

fThe function .Fand the extremals are restricted by homogeneity and continuity conditions,

for an explicit statement of which we refer the reader to Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrech-

nung (Leipzig, Teubner, 1908), pp. 193, 194. For terms and notations ourrent in the Calculus

of Variations and used here without explanation we refer to the same source.

t Compare Bolza, loc. cit., §37a.

8This method of the Calculus of Variations, frequently called the "method of differentia-

tion," was suggested by Dienqeb in 1867. For further bibliographical reference see Bolza,

loo. cit., §38.
II Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 1835, part I,

p. 99.
467
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The object of the present paper is to obtain explicit expressions for the

second derivatives of the extremal-integral * (§ 1—§ 4), by means of which a

simple determination of conjugate and focal points will be possible. In § 5

we treat by this method the problem of minimizing the integral (1) when one

end-point is movable along a fixed curve, and in § 6 the same problem when

both end-points are movable. Thus new proofs are given of the theorems first

proved by Bliss, f In § 7 the same method is applied to the discussion of con-

jugate points on discontinuous solutions, previously investigated by Carathe-

ODORtJ and Bolza. § The results arrived at are in appearance in direct con-

tradiction with theirs. The discussion of this contradiction appears in § 8,

where it is shown by means of a relation between the Weierstrass A"-function

and Caratheodory's invariant il0, that the case in which the contradiction

occurred cannot arise.

§ 1.   Construction of an extremal through two given points. ||

We take Euler's differential equation, written by Bliss ^J in the following

form:

,a, dx dy      . d0-      Fxfy - Fxy,
(3) -j- = cos 0,        -,- = sin 0, -,- = —,   *,_L-—,.
K) ds da da     Fi(i/X'2 + y'2)3

Denoting by

x = X(s-si; xt,yt,dt),

(4) y=V)(s-si;xi,yi,0i),

f? =©(«-«.; x.,y., 0.),

that particular solution of (3) which satisfies the initial conditions

x = xt, y = yf, 0 = 0i

at s= si5 we solve the system

(5) x2 = Z(s2-sx; xx,yx,0x),        y2 = 3)(s2 - s, ; »,, yx, 0X)

for s2 and 0X as functions of »,, yx, x2 and y2, the value s, being chosen arbi-

trarily.    This is always possible, according to the well-known theory of implicit

*In the Säohsiscbe Berichte, 1883-1884, part II, p. 99, A. Mayer has used asimilar
method for the problem of variable end-points.

tSee Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3 (1902), p. 136,

and Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1903), p. 70.

i Dissertation, Göttingen, 1904, p. 31, and Mathematische Annalen, vol. 62 (1906),

p. 449.
\ Vorlesungen, obap. VIII, and American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 30 (1908),

p. 209.
|| Compare Bolza, Vorlesungen, §37o).    For notation, ibid., §276).

^Transactions of the Amerioan Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), p. 188.
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functions, if Ax and A2 ave not conjugate.*   When s2 and 0X ave so determined,

thefunctions

x= £(s — sx ; »,, yx, 0f) = x(s),

(6) y=-D(*-«i5 xl,y,,0l) = y(s),

0=®(s-sx; xx,yx, 0X)

represent the required extremal ©, and we havef

£(0; »,, y„ 0,)=»,,    3j(0; »„ y„ f?,) =y,,     6(0 ; »,, y„ 0X)=0X,

X(s2-sx;xx,yx,0x)=x2,    2J(s2-s,; œ„y„c?,)=y2,   ©(*,-*,; xx,yx,0x)=02.

Further, we get from (3) and (7) the following useful identities:

£.(0; *i»yn ö,) = cos(?,, 3),(0; »,,y,, 0,) = sin(9,,

3£,(«j — *ii *!»yn <?,) = cos02, ?),(s2-*, ; «!»&> ö,) = sinf?2,

(8) 3E^(0; »,,2/,, 00 = 1, 3)^,(0; »„^,¿9,) = 0,

3EÄ(0; »,,2/l,(91) = 0, 2)y,(0; »,,y„r?,) = l,

3E^(0; »I,2/1,i?,) = 0, 2)^(0; »„ y„ 0,) = 0.

It follows from (4) that the extremal 6 may also be represented in the form

x=X(s-s2; x2,y2,02) = x(s),

(9) y=3)(s-s2; x2,y2, 02) = y(s),

0 = ®(s-s2; x2,y2,02),

from which we can derive formulas analogous to (7) and (8) and obtainable

from them by interchange of the subscripts 1 and 2.f It is evident that the

functions x(s) and y(s) as defined by (6) on the one hand, and by (9) on the

other hand, are identical in the variable s for the range sx = s = s2.

Whenever a distinction between these two forms of the extremal shall be

necessary in the sequel, we shall use the following abbreviated notations :

X(s —*.; x.,yi,0.) = Xi(a), (i = l,2).

(10) 3)(S-S,.;».,2/,., Ö.) = 3Ji(s),

cos 0i = 2>i ) sin 0j = q¡ •

* Compare C. Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 1, 2d ed., §92. The theorem is applicable

because equations (5) are satisfied by the tangential angle of Ax A, at Ax and by the parameter

value of A.2 on AXA2, if we substitute for i,, y,, and x.¿, y, the coordinates of A¡ and A,, and

because furthermore the Jacobian does not vanish if A¡ and A2 are not conjugate (see also § 2

and §4, and Bolza, loc. oit., p. 234).

t The last of these equations is to be considered as defining U,.

t It is to be observed that s2 and fl2, used in (9), are not arbitrary, but are quantities defined by

(5) and (7) respectively, whereas «, and 0, following from them are identical with the quantities

defined by these same symbols in (5).

Trans. Am. Math. Soc 3!S
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§ 2.  The extremal-integral.

Along this extremal Ê we compute now the integral (1), which furnishes us

the function (2) in two forms :

%(xx,yx,x2,y2)= fF[Xl(8), %f(a), %(,), f)| (*)]<*»

We find then the first derivatives of the extremal-integral,

(H)

fa=-FAxnynPn°i)'        fa = FAxv V** ft» ?i)»

5$ 53
dy- = -FAx^y^p^9i)>    dy =FAx2'y2>P2'&)>

which formulae correspond to Hamilton^ first derivatives of the principal

function.* For the determination of the second derivatives of (2) we have

first to determine d0./dz, in which i = 1, 2, and z is any one of the 4 variables

»,, y,, »2, y2.    Differentiating (5) with respect to »,, we obtain

0-£(*,)^+^(o+*ao^.

5«, _. .    .     „. .    .¿50,o-DHO^ + DiiW + DU«,)^--

Similar equations are obtained by differentiating with respect to »2, yx and y2,

and four more by interchange of subscripts and superscripts 1 and 2. All these

equations are uniquely solvable f for ô0./ôz,ao that we obtain the following

results :

a»,       «,(«,)'      a», '    «,(*,)'

g^tj   ?,(«,)        ^2_   p.

^i "        «i(«i)' fy,       "i(*,)'

a*,M_   ft ÎÊimm_Mîâ
dx2 «,(«,)'        ñas, «,(*,)'

g^i^    ft \_»(«,)
%2      Mi(*2)' öy, *,(*i)'

(12)

♦Hamilton, loc. cit.; compare also Bolza, loc. cit., §376).

t Compare with the first footnote on page 469.
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where

&(•)-*(•)%(•)-«i(«)IK(«).

««(«)- 3S(«)DU«)-n(«)®(«)-

§ 3.   Particular aolutiona of Jacobi'a differential equation.

The functions £, fy and wf have the following properties :

1) They are particular solutions of Jacobi's differential equation for the

extremal ©,

„ d f „ <&» \

the arguments of i'7, and F2 being »(«), y(s), x'(s), y'(s). The proof of

this statement can be given in precisely the same way as is usually followed for

the proof of Jacobi's theorem : *

2) They satisfy the following conditions :

?«(*«)- -fci li(0-JP«» «<(«<) = °»   (*-!.•).

which follow from (13) by means of (3), (8) and interchange of subscripts 1

and 2.

For our further work we introduce now also those particular aolutiona v.(a)

of 'Jacobi's equation which aatiafy the conditions

(15) «,(«,)-!<       <(*«)-<>•

It is clear that ux(a), vx(s) and u2(s), v2(a) are linearly independent solutions

of that equation,t so that we can express ?,(s), Vi(8) and £2(«), V2(8) linearly

in terms of ux(a),vx(a) and u2(a),v2(a) respectively.J We find, using (14)

and (15), that

(16) ^i(a)=-y"(si)ui(8)-qivi(a),        Vi(s) = »"(«>,(*) + ftt>4(*).

Using (16), we can now transform (12) and we obtain the following formulai

which express the partial derivatives of the tangential angles of the extremal

© at Fx and F2 in terms of two sets of two linearly independent intégrala of

Jacobi's differential equation for that extremal :

* Compare Bolza, loo. oit., § 136.

f Compare C Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, 2d ed., vol. 3, § 122.

Î Ibid., § 119.
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(17)

dxx-y^+   ux(s2) '

dfi=-x"(8x)-1>^,
dyx v >'        ux(s2)

öx2

dj1_

%2 «l(*l)'

_        ?»

Ml(*2)'

ft

gl

'«j(*l)'

?4
5»,

fyi     «i(*i)'
ft

00.

a».= 2/"(s2) +
gigi(*i)

w2(*i)  '

M'—-(.,)-^.
By. ,(«.)

§ 4.  7%c second derivatives of the extremal-integral.

We can now at once determine the second derivatives of (2) with respect to

any two of the variables »,, yx, x2, y2. Differentiating (11) and remembering

that
dp. 30. da. d0.

dz ~     2i dz ' dz     Fi dz '

we obtain the following

Theorem. The second derivatives of the extremal integral are given by the

table

(18)

dxx

d_

3»i

d_
dz,

d_

dy,

33
dxx

+ *>(«
i2«i(«>)

«i(«i)

JT(»,)

Plgl"l(*2
-^(•l)

«,(«,)

*lU)
«l( »1 )

-*!(«•)
«,(»,)

as
5*.

PiSi«i(«i)--F.K)
«l(«j)

+-P\K
i>ï»l(*2

«l( «I )

-•*,(••) Pi9t
u2{sx)

*!(«•)
PiPi

«»(*i)

53

Ft. \Jl$L-

^l(8l'«1(%)

Lilt)

9l"2(»i)
-■*!(«•)«,(»,)

*3_
5ys

*\(«l)
gl?>2

"l( «2 )

fiM JhEi.
M,(S2)

«,(«,)

+Í1W

«(*,)

í>l?2^(*l)

«2( S, )
-'»(•,)

iV(82)

P2»2(«l)

Uj( S, )

¿n which the functions Fx, L, M, N have the same meaning as in the Weier-

strass theory, and in which the functions ux(s), vx(s), u2(s) and v2(s) are

defined by (14) and (15), andpx, qx,p2, q2 by (10).

In order to show that these formulae are independent of the order in which

the two differentiations are performed, it is sufficient to prove

(19) *U»i) . FÂ»t)
M*2) + M2(si)

= o.
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We know that u2(s2) = 0, and since P2 and Fx are not conjugate, that

ux(s2) 4= 0 . Accordingly ux(s) and u2(s) are linearly independent solutions

of Jacobi's equation, which we now write in the form :

F'        F" 1      '    , 2 A
co  — ■=ra> + F w = 0.

Hence, by Abel's theorem,*

Q

UAS)U'ÁS)-UAS)U'AS) = Ff(s)'
By applying (14) for i = 1 and i = 2, we obtain

f   \ ° t*s °
-W2^)-Fx(sxy     Vi{S2)~ F;(s2y

from which (19) follows immediately.

We conclude this paragraph by establishing a relation between the functions

,ut(s), v{(s) and the Weierstrassian function ®(s, sf) which is in current use

in the literature.     If #, (s) and #2(s) are any two linearly independent solu-

tions of Jacobi's equation, we have f

Hence

®(s,si)=*'x(s)»2(si)-»x(si)d2(s).

8(*.,*f)-0,

¿•(•.O *,(«<)#;(««)-#;(«,)*,(»,).

Writing now

^(•)-*,(•)*;(*)-*;(o*,(«)4
a

(20) ^(«)---¿¿p        «'O--/)-(.,) -•
we have

itj(S,.) = 0,        vi(si)=l,

n'i(si) = l,        v'i(si)=0.

The functions u¡(s) and y,(s) being uniquely determined by (14) and (15), it

follows that those defined in (20) are identical with them.

* Compare Sturm, Cours d' Analyse, 12th edition, vol. 2, \ 609.

tCompare Bolza, loc. cit., p. 233.

îlbid.
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§ 5. The case of one variable end-point.

We suppose that we have found an extremal © which actually furnishes a

minimum for (1) when the first end-point Px is movable along the fixed curve

ß defined by the equations

» = »(«),      y = y(a) {Oo = a^at),

Fig. 1.

the second end-point P2 being fixed. If a point P is taken on Q, sufficiently

near Px, the construction of the unique extremal PP2 can be carried out as

described in § 1 and the extremal-integral can be computed along PP2. This

extremal-integral becomes now a function of the parameter a of the point P,

3 L*(o), £(«)» *,! ft] - 3[«].

and must be a minimum for a = a,, if PXP2 actually minimizes (1). Hence

the necessary conditions for a minimum of (1) are in this case

(21)
and

(22)

Making use of (11) and writing

x(ai)

3'[«,]-o

arc«,] so.

(23)

we find '

Pi-7m
Vz*(ax) + y'\ax)

x =       y(ffli)

?1   >/»'(«,)+£"(«,)'

3'[a,]= - Fx,(xx, yx,px, qx)px- Fy,(xx, yx,px, qx)qx;

this shows that (21) is nothing but the well-known transversality-condition, t

* Bolza, loo. cit., §38.

tlbid, §36.
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Further, with the help of (18),

31«i]=^ï[-^(*i)+?^1(«i)^i(*2)]+2ftïl[-^(3l)-ft?1^1(«1)^(«2)]

+ q\í-N(sx)+p2xFx(8x)Zx(s2)-\-x"xFx,(sx)-~y"xFi/(ax),
where

«i = 2"(«i)>        ft = F'(*i)
and

(24) ZM-"$)' (í==1,2)

Introducing further the abbreviations

ocx    Almmp\L'»l) + 2pxqxM(sx) + ~q\N(ax) +x"xFx,(ax) + y"xFy,(sx)

(25)
A = ^i(»iii(ftgi-ftgi)2»

both Ax and Fx being constants depending upon the curve © and the point Px,

we obtain the following formula : *

A further necessary condition for a minimum is therefore

-Ax + BxZx(s2)^0,

or, since Bx > 0 ,f

■**1

We have defined by equation (24),

lv  '      ux(s)

Hence

z;(.)- ux(s)v'x(s)-vx(s)u'x(s)

u2x(s)

But m,(s) and w,(a) being linearly independent solutions of Jacobi's equation,!

we have by Abel's theorem, §

k
uAs)v'As) - vÁs)u'Ás) = FjTy

By means of (14) and (15) we find

mi(si)<(»i)-'"i(si)m;(*i)=-1.

* Compare Bolza, loa cit., §39; Bliss, Transactions of the Amerioan Mathemat-

ical Sooiety, vol. 3(1902), p. 136.

f Leaving aside the case that (S and © are tangent at P,.

t See I 3.
§ See the first footnote on p. 473.
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k=-Fx(sx),

ux(s)v'x(s)-vx(s)u'x(s) = -F^j.

476

Therefore

and

(26)

Hence

<27> z;(8)--?t5w(í)<0
Further, it is evident that

lim Zx ( s ) = + oo,
s=.ii+0

and hence by Sturm's theorem, *

lim Zx(s) = — oo,
3=SÍ—0

[October

»i(s)
«,(«)

Fig. 2.

s¡ being the parameter value of the conjugate point of Px on ©. We conclude

that Zx(s) is a monotonie decreasing function, taking every real value once

and but once, as s increases from sx to s[. Consequently there must be one

real value of s between s, and s[ for which

ZX(S)=      K

Denoting this value by s'x, it follows from (27) that toe must have

(28) s2 S s¡',

in order that condition (22) may be fulfilled.

Thus we have given a new proof for Bliss's condition. Bliss f has investi-

gated the geometrical meaning of the point determined on (S by s'x. The

properties of this so-called focal point have also been discussed by Bolza. %

*See Sturm, Cours d'Analyse, 12th ed., vol. 2, no. 609.

■(■Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3 (1902), p. 136.

t Loc. cit., I 39c.
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§ 6.  The case of two variable end-points.

In the same manner we treat now the case in which both end-points Px and

P2 are movable along two fixed curves, © and © respectively. Let these curves

be represented by

©:        x = x(a),        y = y(a) («,£«3g«,),

and

6: » = »(&), y = y(b) (b0^b^b,),

and let us suppose that we had found an extremal © actually furnishing a min-

imum for (1).    Then if P(a) and Q(b) are taken sufficiently near Px and P2

Fig. 3.

on © and © respectively, the unique extremal PQ can be constructed and the

extremal-integral obtained now is a function of a and 6,

%[x(a),y(a),x(b),y(b)] = %[a,bl.

This function must be a minimum for a = ax, b = b2, if PXP2 actually min-

imizes (1).

The necessary conditions for %(a2, 62) to be a minimum are

(29) 330,6]      n
da '

S30.&]
db

= 0,

Î30Ï Ô23[a' *] p 4. 2 523[a' 6] ft, 4- *%ta> &] *
(dU) —ä„*      Z + ¿    a,tñh     Zv + — 3*r     9 =u »

yb»- añ rea¿ values of P, and r¡ .*

db2

*See C. Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, 2d ed., vol. \,\\ 395-401.
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As in § 5, equations (29) lead to the transversality-conditions

FAxn y^ Pi< Vi)Px + Fy'(xM y^ Pu ii)îi = Q >

FA*tt &,ft> ?2)ft + F>>(xn VttPtt ?2)g2 = o,

px and q2 being defined by formula? analogous to (23).

Further, proceeding as in § 5, we find

-^=-Ax + BxZx(s2),

¿23

[October

db- = A2-B2Z2(af),

(31)
^3 W{      x(ft9l-ftgl)(ft?2-ftg2)

dadb~    lK2> u2(ax)

_F ,8 x (ft?i-ftgi)(ftg2-ftg2)

where-the last two expressions are equivalent on account of (19); where also

Ax, Bx, Zx(a) are defined by (25) and (24), and A2, B2, Z2(s) by analogous

formulae, obtained from them by a change of index.

Condition (30) will be fulfilled if*

a20*

(32) J = 0
and

„OX ^S^S /^V^
(áá) do^^b2-\'da~db)^'
from which follows

(32a) J=0.

As in § 5, the relation (32) leads at once to the inequality

(28) 82 = 8'x\

In the same manner we could show that (32a) leads to the relation

a"2 being defined by the equation

(34) Z2(a) = ^ (.<.,).

It can furthermore easily be shown that there is also a value of a beyond a2,

for which (34) is fulfilled.    This value we denote by s"2.

For the further discussion of (33) we introduce now s"x and s2 by means of

the relations

_ A = BxZx(s"x),       A2 = B2Z2(a"2).

* See C. Jordan, ibid.
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Then (31) becomes

Ô^2=Bx{Zx(a2)-Zx(a"x)},

(35) ^=B2{Z2(a"2)-Z2(ax)},

(d2%\2__      BXB2

\dadb) '        ux(a2)u2(sxy

We desire to express the functions of s with subscript 2 in terms of those with

subscript 1.    For this purpose we write

M2(a) = ailWl(S)+ aj2,'l(S)' U2(S)=<3[21Ml(S) + anVx(s).

Then using (14) and (15) we can determine a„, and we find by making use

of (26),

wi(*)-^(7y K(«K(*i)- «i(««K(*) )t

(36) y

U*(S)= ~F~Uf)   Ol(*)<(S2)-Mi(S2)^l(*)}-

Consequently

Z (3)-     ..t*l(*)t>í('»)-t*í(*»)<,l(*)

} «i(«)«l(*i)-»l(«l)«l(»)'

and in particular

Ái)~ «,(«,)'     2(2)" ».w-M«.)^;'

From (36) or from (19) it follows that

We can also write

ft(*i)=-p^Mi(*2)-

&%=B *UO
db2-"2Fx(82)ux(82){vx(82)-Ux(82)Zx(8'2')}

Hence, since Bx, B2, Fx(sx), Fx(s2) are all > 0, the relation (33) becomes

_Zj (5)- ZiW)_L_ > 0
«i(«.){«i(0-«i(«,)^i(«;')}  <(s2)~

or

ZÁh)-ZA<)

Since 82   was by definition beyond s2,  this leads,  in view of the relation

(27), to the condition
82<8X,
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a result which has previously been obtained by Bliss,* who also pointed out

its geometrical interpretation.

§ 7. Discontinuous solutions.

We propose next to investigate under what conditions a curve which has a

finite discontinuity in its slope, a so-called discontinuous solution, may minimize

the integral (1). We suppose that we have a broken curve PXPQP2 actually

minimizing (1). We know then from the current theory that each one of its

branches must be an extremal along which Legendre's and Jacobi's condi-

tions for ordinary extremals must be satisfied.f Taking now a point P suffi-

ciently near F0, we can construct uniquely the extremals PXP and PP2, the

first one by identifying P with the point P2 of § 1, the second one by identifying

Fig. 4.

P with the point Px of § 1. Computing (1) along each of these extremals, we

obtain the extremal-integral along the broken curve Px PP2 as a function of

the coordinates », y of F :

3(»,,y,,», y)+ 3(«.,.y, x.¿, y2)= ${», y}.

This function is to be a minimum for x = x0, y = yQ, if PxPa P2 is actually to

furnish a minimum for (1).

We suppose that Px P0P2 is represented in the form

x = x(s),        y = y(s),        sx^s=st),

X = X(S), y = y(S), S0<S<.S2,

*Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1904), p. 74.

t Compare BOLZA, loc. cit., \ 48a.
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and introduce the notation

eb[x(a), y(a), x'(a), tf(a)] s= </>(»),    ef>[x(a), y(a), »'(s), y (a)] = £(«),

eb being any function of », y, »', y', subject to the ordinary continuity-restrictions.

In order to be able to apply the results of § § 1-4, we must identify, through-

out the discussion, P0 with P2 of § 1 when we consider P0 as a point of F1P<),

and P0 with P, of §lwhen we consider P0 as a point of P0P2- So, for

instance, u2(a) goes over into u0(s), whereas ux(s) becomes u0(s), etc.

With this agreement, we proceed to establish necessary conditions for a

minimum of 31a5» y}- These necessary conditions are derived from the

well-known relations

(S7) ._ o, -d- o,

and

/oos, d23{»0,y„}      , o^ü{^y,}>    , d23{3Vft}  ,<ft

which must hold for all real values of P. and n.

We obtain, by using (11),

ísí^lM _ PA,t) _ pM,   m^i _ ,A)_j^0>

whence we  conclude that (37)  is  identical with  the Erdmann-Weierstrasa

corner condition. *

Further, by using (18), the condition (38) becomes

-(A0P2 + 2B0Pv + C0vi) + F1(ag)Zt(a2)(Pq0-r,pJ

-i^(So)£o(0(fro-'?ft), = 0,
where

A0 = Z(s0)-L(s0),       B0 = M(a0)-M(açl),        C0 = F(a0)-F(a0).

By means of the transformation

(39) Z^PvZ'-PoV,      v = q0Z'-qBv',

the above homogeneous quadratic form goes over into

F0(82)P'2 + 2£10P'v'+R0(8x)t,'\

where

^o(M=-^7o + ^(*o)^(«2)(ftgo-ftgo)^

^o(M=-^o-^iK)^o(»i)(ftgo-ftgo)2'.

* Compare Bolza, loo. oit., \ 486.
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(40) ßo - Aftft + 2P0(ftg0 + ftg0) + C0q0 q0*

T0=A0p20 + 2BQp0q0 + C0ql,

T0=A0p20 + 2B0p0q0 + C0q20.

In passing, we notice the relation

(41) fí2 = T0T0-(A0Ca-B20)(p0q0-p0q0)2.

Moreover the determinant^^ —p0q0 of the system (39) is not zero if

0O-0O$O    (mod27T),

i. e., if there is a corner at P0.    The conditions for a minimum may therefore

be stated as follows : f

I. If il0 = 0, necessary conditions are

(42) F0(s2) = 0,

(43) Äo(«.) = 0.

II. If íí0 4= 0, toe Aave as necessary conditions

(42a) P0(s2)>0,

(44) Po(S2)P0(S,)-il2^0.

Conditions (42a) and (44) have as a consequence

(43a) F0(sx)>0.

I. Since Z0(s) is identical with Zx(s) of § 5, we conclude immediately that

there exists between s0 and s'0 one and only one value s* for which P0(s) = 0, J

and that a necessary condition for a minimum is

(45) s2^V.

The equation P0(s) = 0 satisfied by s" can be written in the form

In the same manner, the relation (43) leads to the necessary condition

(47) sx = s',

* This function Q0 is the invariant, introduced by Caratheodory in a different form (see

Dissertation, p. 31 and Mathematische Annalen, vol. 62 (1906), p. 473), to whioh the pres-

ent one can be easily reduced by means of the relations between L, M, N and the derivatives of

F, as well as the homogeneity properties of F. Compare Bolza, loo. oit., \ 49, and American

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 30 (1908), pp. 212 and 214.

t Compare footnote on page 477.

{The symbol s0 denotes the parameter valne conjugate to s„ on P0P„ i. e., the root of

û0( s ) = 0 whioh follows next after «„.
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s* being defined by the equation

The parameter values s* and s" define points P* and F on Px P0 and P0 P2

respectively (see Fig. 4). Our result is, then, that the end-points of a minimizing

" broken extremal " muat lie on the arc bounded by these two critical points.*

II. In the first place, conditions (45) and (47) must be fulfilled in the

stronger forms

(45a) s2<r,

and

(47a) «,>«*.

Secondly, from the properties of Z0(s) and Z0(s) it follows that if we con-

sider Px as fixed, a point Px is uniquely determined on P0 P2 ; or if we consider

P2 as fixed, a point P2 is uniquely determined on Px P0, by the relation

(49) P0(s2)B0(sx)-Cll = 0.

Furthermore, in order to have (44) fulfilled, we must have

(50) s2Sl5i(0rSi>32),

where 8,, and s2 are the parameter values of Px and P2 respectively.]

Summarizing, we obtain for this case the following

Theorem.    If the inequality

ßo = ÄoPoPo + 5o(ftgo +ft go) + Cogogo 4= 0

holds, then necessary conditions for a minimum of the integral (1) are

sx > s*        and        s0 = s2 •< s, ;

if il0 = 0, it is necessary that

s, = s"        and        s2 = s*.

The relation (49) connecting s, with s, (and .s2 with sf) may be written in

explicit form by means of (40) and (41).    We find that

A0C0 -Bl + Fx(s0)(A0p¡ + 2BoPoq0 + C0?2)Z0(5,)

(49c) -Fx(s0)(A0pl + 2B0p0q(l + C0ql)Z0(sx)

-F1MFlM(P0%-Po9o)2Z0(81)Z0(-8x) = 0.

The relation occurs in this form in Bolza's work.J

* For the geometrical interpretation of these points, see Bolza, loc. oit., \ 49a, and American

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 30 (1908), p. 217 ; also Caratheodory, Dissertation, p. 31.

t For the geometrical Interpretation of P, and P.¿, see ibid.

i See the first footnote on p. 482.
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We see that the point Px plays the rôle in the theory of discontinuous

extremals which the conjugate point plays in the theory of continuous extremals.

For this reason Px is called the conjugate point of Px on P0P2.

In order to show that conditions (47a) and (50) have (45a) as their con-

sequence, we must prove that

(51) s0<sx<?,        if       s0>sx>s".

Indicating the functional dependence of s, on », by means of the equation

8\ = S2(SX),

which is implicitly contained in (49a), we can easily show by means of (46) and

(48) that
S2(s*) = -V        «2(8o) = «^

and furthermore, by using (41) and (27), that

«7«!-- JUPIÓOS      v0
Al)     F(s0)Z'0[s2(8x)]R¡(sx)'    '

from which the inequalities (51) follow immediately.

§ 8.   Contradiction with previous results.

The theorem stated in the preceding paragraph is in direct contradiction

with results previously, obtained by Caratheodory * and Bolza,| who give

sufficient conditions for a minimum, less restricting than the necessary condi-

tions arrived at here.    We shall briefly state the contradiction.

According to Bolza any one of the combinations (.4la, B), (Alb, B),

(.411, B) from the following set are sufficient conditions for a minimum :

A. Ia:fl0>0,        P0<PX<F,        P0<P2<PX;

I6:fiu>0,        F<PX<P0,        P0<P2<Pa;

II:ii0<0,        F<PX<P0,        P0<P2<PX.

F(x,y; x, y ; », y) > 0 on © for ax = 8 = s0, 0 =f= 0,

except possibly for s = s0, 0 = 0O ;

F.    < _ m -
F(x, y; », y; », y')>0 on© for sx¡ = s^s2, 0 4= 0,

except possibly f or s = s0, 0 = 0O.

On the other hand, we have found above the following necessary conditions :

_   ß„*0,        F<PXSP0,        P0<P2^PX.

* Dissertation, pp. 31 and 32, where no explicit conditions are stated, but the implication is

made that P, need not always be the bound for minimizing extremals,

t Vorlesungen, § 50.
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It is evident that there is accord for fi0 < 0, but contradiction for ii0 > 0.

We investigate now the behavior of the ¿"-function in the neighborhood of

Ft.    We know that

F(x, y ; »', y ; »', y) = F(x, y, »', y) - x'Fx,(x, y, »', y) — y'Fy,(x, y, »', y').*

Writing

F[x(s), y(8); x'(s), y (s); cos S, sin 0] = F(s; 0),

F[x(s), y(s); x(s), y'(s); cosö, sin S] = F(s; 0),

4>[x(8),y(s),x',y"¡ = êj>(8),

ef>[x(8),y(s),x,y'] = |(s),

we derive the equations

F,(s; 0) = x'Fx(s) + y'Fy(8)-x'j8Fy-yjsFyi,

F,(s; 0) = xFf(s) + yFy(s)-x'jsFx,-yjsFy,.

But »(s), y(s) and x(s), y(s) representing extremals, we have

d d
dsF*' = F"       dsF»' = F»'

d
F'=K,

d
F. = F..

Hence,

Fz(s;0)=xFx(s)+yFy(s)-xFx(s)-y'F(s),

F,(s;0) = x'Fx(s) + y'Fy(8)-x'Fx(s)-y'Fy(s),

and therefore

(52) ^K;t50) = n0,        F(so;0o)=-no.i

Further, Caratheodory J has shown that the Erdmann-Weierstrass corner

conditions are equivalent to

(53)

F(so;0o) = O,

d or

d0
F(so;0o) = O'

F(so;0o) = O,

d

d0
^(«.;ö0)-0.

We expand now F(s ; 0) by Taylor's expansion at s = s0, S = 0Q, and find

s — s, 0-0.

(54)

F(s; 0) = F(s0; S0) + -^Cl, + —r»- F?(s0; 0O) + • ■ -,

s — s, 0-01.
F(s; 0) = F(so; 0O) - -^il, + —^E?'^ ö(1) +

* Bolza, loa cit., p. 243.

f This is the second form of O0, referred to in the first footnote on p. 482.

% Dissertation, p. 8.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3%
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It follows that if the corner conditions are fulfilled and íi0 > 0 at the -point

s = s0, then F(s; 0) takes the sign of s — s0, while F(s; 0) takes the sign of

80 — s, for small values of \ s — s0 \.

Consequently, if il0 > 0, we have F < 0 in a vicinity of P0 on both Px P0

and PQP2. This shows that the sufficient conditions Ala and Alb are

incompatible with B.    This removes the contradiction referred to above.

By means of (54) we can give furthermore a simple proof of a theorem pre-

viously proved by Caratheodory * :

" If one follows a strong extremal © up to a point P0 where it ceases to be

strong, and if at P0 the invariant il0 does not vanish (for some value 0 = 0U ) ,f

then there is another extremal 6 passing through P0, which begins to be strong

at P0 and which forms with © a discontinuous solution of the problem."

If © ceases to be strong at P0(sü), then we must have the two relations

F(s;0)>Q        for        «<«„ (0<»"^2ir, 0 + ê),

(55)
F(s;0)<O        for        s>s0,

for at least one value of 0, say 0t), different from 0. From the continuity of

F follows then

*(*;*.)-0.
Hence by (54),

B(s;d) = 8^ilo + d-^'>Fi(so-,0o) + ....

Supposing for the moment ii0 < 0, we see that if (55) is to be fulfilled, F must

be of constant sign whenever s—s0 keeps its sign.J But putting 0—0o=\(s—so),

we find

E(s; 0) = (s- «Q)[n0 + \Fé(sa; (?„)] + •••,

from which it is evident that after the sign of s — s0 is once fixed, F can be

made positive as well as negative by a proper choice of A, unless F-e ( s0 ; 0f) = 0.

Consequently, if all the hypotheses of the theorem are fulfilled, we may conclude

that

F(V,0O) = O,       ^E(sü;0o) = O.

This shows that the corner condition must be fulfilled at the point P0 by the

direction f?0.    By repeating with respect to F the above argument the second

part of Caratheodory's theorem may easily be proved.

We shall defer to a later paper an example showing the application of the

results of the last two sections.

The University of Chicago,

June, 1908.

* Mathematische Annalen, vol. 62 (1906), p. 473.

t The statement in parenthesis is mine.

JThis discussion is valid only fora neighborhooi of P0, a limitation which does not inter-

fere however with our argument.


